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ICEF VIRTUAL SECONDARY EDUCATION IS ICEF’S LARGEST
EVER EVENT FOR THE SECONDARY EDUCATION SECTOR

569

attendees

6,204
meetings

ICEF Virtual Secondary Education
successfully hosted 569 international
education professionals over three days
with participants drawn from 84
countries across three continents,
demonstrating a strong, international
interest in recruiting students for
secondary education programmes
around the world.
Marking our largest ever secondaryfocused event, ICEF Virtual Secondary
education welcomed a huge 63% more
organisations than ever before, and
provided a real boost to the industry’s
efforts to rebuild as we look to emerge

100%

satisfied/
highly satisfied

from the coronavirus pandemic. With over
6,200 meetings held, 700 webinar views,
and 1,700 documents downloaded, this
event has proven invaluable in helping
international educations connect and
build awareness of their services.
Despite the challenges currently facing the
international education sector, and the
difficulties inherent in travelling during a
period of global restrictions, our event
attendees overwhelmingly found this
virtual event to be a valuable experience,
with 100% being satisfied or highly
satisfied with their experience.
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EDUCATION PROVIDERS
2021 saw 166 representatives from 164
education institutions. With educators
representing 14 countries from 5
continents, this event showed the strong
interest of global secondary educators in
working with agent partners. Of these
institutions, 12% were first-timers to an
ICEF event, demonstrating both the value
that existing partners find in attending our
events, and the appetite amongst new
institutions to take advantage of our
peerless networking conferences.



In common with other ICEF events, ICEF
Virtual Secondary Education welcomed a
high proportion of senior decision makers,
with almost 60% in senior management
roles. This is testament to the high intent
manifested by our educational institutions
to finding new student recruitment agent
partners at this difficult time. The top 5
countries represented were: Canada, the
USA, the UK, Australia and New Zealand.

It was wonderful to connect with agents through this platform at this time. The
number of agents and variety of countries was excellent. Being able to choose timeslots at
any time of day was great as it allowed us to accommodate different time zones.



by Lorna Goulet, Langley School District # 35, Canada

SERVICE PROVIDERS
This event saw 11 representatives from
as many providers of services to the
international education industry join us
online. These organisations represented
three countries across two continents and
45% were new to a secondary-focused
event. The service provider countries

represented were: the USA, Canada and
the United Kingdom. This strong
attendance again shows the interest of
service providers to actively engage with
leading professionals from across the
international education community.

STUDENT RECRUITMENT AGENTS
Amid huge interest amongst to attend, we
welcomed 369 representatives from 325
carefully selected, ICEF-screened
agencies in 76 countries. This marked a
130% increase in agent organisations
attending this event, with 78% new to an
ICEF secondary education event.

This indicates a powerful interest by
agents to engage specifically with
providers of secondary education
programmes around the world. The top 5
countries represented by agents were:
Brazil, Mexico, China, Russia, and
Vietnam.
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I had excellent meetings with outstanding educators! I was able to schedule an
additional meeting while the event was in progress, nobody was late to the meetings, and I
did not have a “No Show”.



by Jose Ramon Camejo, Education Around The World, Venezuela

AGENT ATTENDEE COUNTRIES

SEMINAR PROGRAMME
Alongside our core meeting schedule,
ICEF Virtual Secondary Education
delivered a targeted seminar programme
for education professionals with an
interest in secondary programmes. These
sessions included advice from around the
international education industry to the
Covid-19 pandemic in our renowned ICEF
Agent Voice series. As testament to the
quality of the topics covered, 94% of
attendedees were either happy, or very
happy, with their experience.

Alongside strong, high quality, and diverse
attendance, as well as outstanding
delegate feedback, the success of ICEF
Virtual Secondary Education’s seminar
programme, meeting schedule, and overall
virtual environment firmly established this
event as a must-attend in the calendar of
any leading international education
professional with an interest in recruiting
students for secondary education
programmes.

To find the perfect events for you, and
to book your place, please visit:
icef.com/upcoming-events
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